Nagoya Kabuki

（Code: rjn10031）

Overview
Nagoya Kabuki, a brand new entertainment appeared in 2016, offers you a unique experience through its original
performance which guests can participate into. Since Nagoya Kabuki is different from traditional kabuki shows, any
knowledge is not necessary. During the show, be surprised by the dynamic performance, throw Ohineri (Japanese-style chip)
onto the stage, and yell "Nagoya-za!", "Nippon-ichi!" or names of your favorite actors.
Highlights


Dynamic brand-new Kabuki performance



One Beverage is included in your ticket



Participative atmosphere for all age and nationality

What You Can Expect
Nagoya Kabukiza will perform their dynamic show which is different from traditional kabuki shows with unique story. During
the show, be surprised by the dynamic performance and flying objects from the stage. You may use protections provided
at the theater for your safety. Any moment you are moved during the show, throw Ohineri (Japanese-style chip) for your
favorite actors. If you wish, you may buy more ohineri by Gachapon capsule. Besides ohineri, actors will happy to hear your
voices anytime. For example, you can yell "Nagoya-za!", "Nippon-ichi! (the best of Japan)"or names of your favorite actors.
After the story, a talk show will be held by the performers.
Price
JPY 3,500- (tax included)
Inclusions: Ticket (all seats are unreserved), one beverage of your choice (beer, shochu highball, ginger ale, orange, coke,
oolong tea or hot coffee), 3 ohineri (Japanese-style Chip)
Exclusions: Transportation
Activity Place
Nagoya Kabuki Café (Nishi-ku, Nagoya, Aichi)
Approx. 5 mins walk from Subway Kokusaidori Station (Detail address will be given after booking is confirmed.)
Available Date and Time
Date: Friday, Saturday, Sunday
Time: 2:00PM, 7:00PM
Duration: Approx. 2 hours
Additional Info
・Confirmation will be received within 48 hours of booking, subject to availability.
・Any cancellation made after 5:00pm(JST), 8 days prior to the activity will be subject to a charge of 100% of the total amount.
・Please let us know your preferred date and time when you book.
・Minimum age is 7 years old or older. Children under the age of 18 must be accompanied by a guardian.
・This performance is held in Japanese. Any explanation is not provided in English.
・Bringing beverages are not allowed. Please buy them at the theater if you may need more.
・Number of participants: minimum 1 people / maximum 10 people

